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We couldn’t be more pleased with our new set of bull calves that will highlight our offering
at our next “Where Muscle Still Matters” Bull Sale February 13, 2021. Pictures taken June
15, 2020.

Limousin
Dear Limousin Friends,

TREF 1604H

After a successful
production sale and a banner year of semen
sales, it is without a doubt that there is a
definite resurgence of cattleman wanting to try
something different and a purebred Limousin bull
with muscle provides just that. I don’t think I have
ever felt more energized and enthusiastic about
the Limousin breed than I have this year. Not a
day passes where there isn’t a call (most days
several) a text, an email, a Facebook post etc. of
guys wanting to talk about Limousin cattle. We all
love to come back from a ride through pasture with a feeling of fulfillment.
our genetics are getting that same feeling and are getting “hooked” and wanting more. Most
interesting of all was the demand for semen on older bulls we had been discarding. It’s strange
how things seem to go full circle after awhile.

TREF 623H

TREF 1606H

Call or email
for a catalog!
605-380-0014 • treftzlimousin.com

New

I never thought I’d hear myself say “yeah, that
embryo transplant stuff is pretty cool” but as of late
we’ve found there is some real tangible benefits we’ve
been denying ourselves. Embryo transfer has given us
an opportunity to mass produce genetics from some
of our older proven cows to some of the best bulls in
North America.
It also gives us a new justification
the F1 baldie herd we’ve established as recipients,
instead of just walking around and looking pretty!

12510 370th Avenue
Wetonka, SD 57481

TREF 290H

TREF 091H

Treftz Limousin

TREF 075H

As we all navigate through the “uncertain” times this year,
one thing certain is that the life of the farmer and cattleman hasn’t
changed. We still have cows to feed, to calve, to breed, and to
market. If it wasn’t for hope, faith, and determination of us all, riots
and protests would take a second seat to REAL hunger and complete
chaos! So ‘thank you’ to all of those that provide the labor and the
food to keep our country viable.
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We will once again be offering many registered females of all ages for sale this fall, bred
and open. Keep posted on our Facebook page and our website for details as they come in.
Sincerely,

Glenn Treftz

Cow Family Spotlight

TREF Chanel 111C

Our featured cow this year is TREF
Chanel 111C,
a JYF Yieldmaster
daughter from an old Tow Truck dam
that is still in production at Treftz
Limousin. We would describe Chanel
as an ideal Limousin cow with her
depth of flank, easy fleshing ability,
thick rear end and an abundance of
milk. Like her dam, her consistency in
bringing in top notch calves each fall is
second to none. Her son, TREF Grand
Slam 111G, led off our 2020 production
sale where he was a crowd favorite.
We share possession with the new
owners, Schock Limousin of Carson,
ND, longtime customers and friends.

Embryo Transfer Program
TREF Yakira 766Y

Paynes Diesel

Sons of TREF Yakira 766Y

TREF Grand Slam 111G

2012 Maternal brother 2020 TOMV Diesel son

Latest Addition
We struck gold in Canada securing exclusive US semen rights on this powerhouse bull,
Anchor B Gold Rush 48G. When the dust settled, breeders from across the world determined
his value at $60,000 vying to own a piece of him. He embodies the perfect combination
of pure power, rib shape and capacity, coupled seamlessly with a strong, no-holes set of
EPD’s. He is homozygous polled and his WW, YW, MK and DC all rank within the top 10%
across the breed. Watch for his progeny down the road as he will be seeing heavy use in

In 2019, after some urging, we finally made the
decision to flush a few of our elite cows. One of
these is TREF Yakira 766Y, a 9 year old purebred
we feel is one of the top purebred Limousin
cows in the US. Mated to a different bull every
summer, she consistently puts a herd sire highlight
in our sale. Using our F1 baldie cows as recips,
we flushed her in 2019 to RPY Paynes Cracker, a
Canadian born and raised bull that has become very
popular up north. This spring, a flush with Paynes
Diesel, another Canadian bull, produced 12 eggs
that we implanted in another group. Subsequent
flushes with Wulfs Amazing Bull, TOMV Diesel,
Anchor B Gold Rush, and Wulfs Fiat are set for
this summer. The offspring to these powerful
and predictable matings will be available in our
upcoming production sales!

RPY Paynes Cracker

TOMV Diesel

Anchor B Gold Rush

our herd once the semen crosses the border!

Wulfs Fiat

Anchor B Gold Rush 48G
Recip with ET Calf
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Wulfs Amazing Bull

